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[Of, or belonging to, or resembling, a not determined its measure to be
!i, because
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instrum
is applied; Ot
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this is not contracted; nor 'iJ, because there
is no verb of this measure with LS for its mnedial
and a1 [but whether the latte¥ be i;el or aJ1 is
arrin9g: or the places upon

hieh the cupping.

not uhown]. (TA.) _
He inclinea
th id of hs neck. (TA, from a trad.)

radical letter, except

but

has been

[ZLion-like courage]. (TA.) heard; so, accord. to this form, it may be
like ,eA: (Mughnee:) the Benoo-pabbeh say
and 'i,: see art. 'J9.
;J and l in the sense of .J2
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them
say
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Courageous: pl. %.l: (IApr, ]:) as
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S. V He became reated to the BenooLeylth.
also t
. (TA.)_
WI Stronger, and more
(A.) [See alo .]
hardy; or strongest, and most hardy. (TA, from
3. i.j
He did, acted, or dealt, with him in a trad.)
the manner of the lion: or he contended with him
zaUl:
see *:elfor the glory of resembling the lion. (. )
He parted, or sparated himsluf, from him;
it .4
([accord. to the K and TA; but in the L,
syn. Z1s. (TA.)
t,4
;] Strong;powerful: (] :) or very hard;
(L)
6. 413 and t .'W and ,Q' He (a man, TA,) syn. L,WI ^^.
became like te Benoo-Leyth, or, like a lion, in
4:
see.. ._
A strong stallion; likened
dsaire; expl. by kj$l
:L,; (1 ;) and in
Fat, and broken, or
zeal in the cause of his party: (TA:) Ae became to a lion. (A.)
trained,
to
obedience;
syn.
)JJj.. :..
(TS,
like a lion; u also t ;.
(L.)

but Sb says, that the Arabs did not say -a,,
like as they said ;L,, because ,l is not
perfectly inflcected like [other] verbs. (M.)
[There is also another opinion respecting its
origin, which will be mentioned in the course
of this article.] It [is generally a particular
(not a universal) negative, and] denotes the
negation of a thing at the present time; (M,
Mughnee;) [i.e.] it denotes [thus] the negation
of its predicate: (Msb:) and has the same
government as the verb i t. and its coordinates; (E,;) governing the suhject in the nom.,
and the predicate in the accus.: (S, Mughnee:)
as when you say,
tj ,' , [Zeyd
'
is not
a person standing]: (Mb :) and by means of
the context, it denotea the negation of a thing
at a time not the present; as in the saying of
El-A9 shk [respecting Mol.ammad],

[See also art. ,J.]
_
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as also :,1,
A place hatving dry herbage,
Xi Strength: like
]. (TA.) and being rained upon, and producing fre.*h
(i, ~) and *t:;JI (O1)The lion: ( .K:) s,
said herbage, so tlwt half of it is green, and half
,,I, as also
to be from
au signifring "strength ": of it yellow. (TA.) -_.
accord. to Kr, from .j#, a signifying the same: I2., A hend of wohich part of tihe hair is .
ISd says, that, if so, the kS is changed from j; black, and part n,hite. '(TA.)
-- : i.
1
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but that this is not a valid opinion: yet Suh
a
4[A camel]fuil [of~fsh, and] abounding
and several others agree with Kr: pl. tAj, and,
[Hle has bounties tie bestowing of which is not
wit,j,
or wool. (T.S, j.)
un alte/nate days; and the giving of to-day
a some say, '±L, like .
, and "_:
will not be a preventer of it to-norromv]; and
(TA:) fem. t-i; pl.
. (Mb.) -"
[sometimes when it is fiollowed by a verb, as]
e
. 71TAe lion: (AA, :) or an animal like
,..J [God has
1. ,. a word denoting negation: (S, A, K :) in the saying, &.* ,JJI "l
the chameleon, that opat
itself to the rider; so
not
created
the
like
of
hi,n,
or
it.]
(Mughree.)
it is a verb in the pret. tense, (. , A, ],
called in reference to Ch, the name of a town
Mughnee,) having no other tense, (Sb, , M, But it differs from its coordinates in that the
or district. (A#, q.) One says 'S.
'.
i Myb, Mugbnee,) nor a part. n. nor an inf. n.; prep. o may be prefixed to its predicate; as
· M 4 [Verily he is more courageou than (Sb, M, Mb ;*) of the measure Wj; (Mughnee;) in the saying, J1.1j "
j [Zeyd is not
the lion, 4'c.] (f.) [See also art. j..] - See originally ,.i,
from which it is contracted by going away]; the , being a means of the verb's
41. _ X Eloquent: (]p:) strong in dis- the suppression of a vowel, (Sb,* S, M,· 15, being trans., and also corrohorative of the nega·
)
pute: in the diaL of Hudheyl. (TA.)
being found difficult of pronuncia- tion: and onle may optionally not introduce it,
4JI Mughnee,
also A oertain kind of spider, ($, V,) that hunts tion, (;,) [i.e.,] to render it easy to pronounce, because one may do without the corroborative,
jfie by leaping, or springing: (vS:) a certain (g,) like ". for _.,
(Sb, M,) the LS not and because some verbs are trans. sometimes by
kind of pi
[rpad,
or equalled, by] no being changed into I (Sb, , , M) because it is means of a prep. and sometimes without a prep.,
beast, or creeping thing, in acuteness, and cir- imperfectly inflected, being used in the pret. form as ~-I and U.l ::.
(B.) It also differs
cummntion, and in leaping, or springing, with for the present, ($,) [i.e.,] because it has no from its coordinates in that its predicate may not
correct aim, and in rapidity of matching, and in future, nor part. n., nor inf. n., nor derivation,
be put before it: for you may say ejL! U~
diuimulation; that catckes flie: ('Amr Ibn- wherefore, not being perfectly inflected like its
L . .. ,:
(S:) or some
Ba.r:) or the spider, -.ffJI:
(Lth:) or [a coordinates, it is made like that which is not a .W, but not
allow this latter; but other. disallow it. (Ibnreptile] smaller than the r.,
(Sb, M:) what shows it to be
that catches verb, as 1:
'Ageel on the Alfeeyeh, ection on tLbeand its
jkli
(TA.) _
i A lands having dry a verb, (S, Mughnee,) not a particle occupying
coordinates.) It is also used as an exceptive
herbage, and being rained upon, and producing the place of LG, as Ibn-Es-Sarraj and some
fr
hrbage, so that kW of
ot is green, and half others after him have asserted, (Mughnee,) particle, (i, M, Mughnee,) in the place of ;
though not perfectly inflected like [other] verbs, (S, Mughnee;) in which case [also] its subject
of it y
. (TA.)
(8,) is their saying .i] and Lt;J ($, Mughnee) [which is understood] is in the nom. cuase, and
J4,
s.ignifying A certain plant that winds
its predicate in the accus.: ( :) you say, s
and .*;J($) and LCi and ,?
and ;
bolt, belongs to art. &, q. v. (TA.)
1
{[col, (Mughnee,) like as they ay
I.a ,.., ,Jl
[Tha Company of men cane to me,
;A r
hecml.
3Se. (1.)
and Lt.
and °
[&kc.]: (s:) we have aept Zeyd]; as though you said, ,'1.JI ,4
10: ee 6.
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